We have developed an integrated software system, TrakRF, to model electromagnetic fields and charged particle orbits in high-power RF devices. Our primary application is simulation of eIectron multipactoring near RF vacuum windows for the APT (Accelerator Production of Tritium) Program. In this paper we describe features of the codes and initial multipactor calculations for superconducting cavity arrays. The finite-element frequency-domain solver can determine resonant modes in cavities and waveguides. TrakRF directly determines power dissipation and phase shifts in lossy materials. In addition, the program handles scattered waves in open structures with free-space boundaries based on matched termination layers. TrakRF has advanced particle tracking capabilities to investigate a variety of innovative window designs. The program can simultaneously apply three independent solutions for electrostatic, magnetostatic and RF fields. The finiteelement methods allow an accurate representation of electron collisions with surfaces.
INTRODUCTION
TrakRF is an integrated finite-element software system to model charged particle trajectories in combined electrostatic, magnetostatic and electromagnetic fields. The program is an extension of the Trak 3.0 [l] gun design code. New capabilities include frequency-domain calculations of electromagnetic fields in both resonant cavities and open spaces and particle tracking in timedependent fields. A unique feature is the ability to combine up to three independent numerical solutions for static electric and magnetic fields and RF modes. The present version handles two-dimensional fields in planar or cylindrical geometries.
The software was developed to investigate contributions of multipactoring to breakdowns on RF windows in high-power accelerators. A cooperative program on Accelerator Production of Tritium to maintain the US nuclear weapons stockpile has recently been initiated at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL,) and the Savannah River Site [2] . The goal is a continuously operating proton linac that produces a 1.3 GeV beam with an average current of 100 mA (130 MW beam power). The accelerator demands powerful RF systems with high reliability. A critical area of concern is the possibility of breakdowns on RF vacuum windows that must transmit MW power levels. To address the issue, an experimental and theoretical program of window testing and development has been initiated at LANL [3] . Starting in October 1996, the University of New Mexico has supported this effort through the development of particle and radiation diagnostics to warn of impending breakdowns and computer codes to help understand the role of stray electrons in window failure.
CONFORMAL MESHES AND STATIC FIELD

COMPUTATIONS
All static and dynamic field calculations in T r a W are carried out on conformal triangular meshes modeled on those used in SuperFish [4] . As an example, Fig. 1 shows a mesh of triangular elements for the calculation of resonant modes in the five cell f3 = 0.64 superconducting cavities designed for the APT accelerator. The advantage is apparent -the edges of elements conform closely to curved and angled material boundaries. As a result, each element is uniquely associated with a material. This is an important feature in a particle tracking code because it'allows an accurate identification of surface collisions. Section 3 reviews some advantages of the finite element formulation in RF calculations. In static field solutions, there are three major advantages over finite-difference calculations: 1) the finite element method gives accurate field values near metal surfaces, 2) the technique correctly represents field discontinuities at the boundaries of dielectrics and ferromagnetic materials, and 3) it is easy to implement Neumann conditions on angled and curved boundaries. . This suite of finiteelement programs runs on IBM-standard personal computers. Boundary information is entered through an interactive drafting program or from drafting like AutoCAD. The basic electrostatic and magnetostatic solvers use the linear finite-element formulation described in Refs. [6] and [7] with solutions by successive over-relaxation. 
RF FIELD COMPUTATIONS
The derivation of finite-element equations for twodimensional frequency-domain RF fields is reviewed in Ref. [7] . As an example, consider the equations for a planar structure with no variation in z with electric field polarization E,. The associated differential equation is The quantities E~, pi and Jj are the material properties and current density of the elements. Expressions for the geometric coefficients Wj are given in Ref. [7] . Equation 2
represents a large set of coupled linear equations, one for each mesh vertex. The set is solved in TrakRF using sparse matrix inversion methods. The complex values of E, give the physical electric field at a given RF phase. Numerical derivatives give the magnetic field components B, and By.
A significant advantage of the finite-element method is the ability to define ideal absorbing layers of arbitrary shape to represent free-space boundary conditions. The procedure is to set up a thin layer of width 6 on the outside of the solution volume. The imaginary part of the dielectric constant in the layer is assigned the value E" = -oh, where the conductivity is matched to the impedance of the adjacent medium, 
CHARGED-PARTICLE ORBIT CALCULATIONS
Charged-particle orbit calculations in TrakRF are straightforward. They involve Runge-Kutta integrations using numerically-calculated field components. The main challenge is organization of the broad range of possibilities. The program can handle three numerical field solutions on independent conformal meshes: electrostatic, magnetostatic, and electromagnetic. The motivation for this versatility is to model stray electron control near RF windows using sweeping fields. Field geometries can be mixed in any combination. The static solutions may have either rectangular geometry (variations in x and y with infinite extent in z) or cylindrical (variations in r and z with azimuthal symmetry). There are four possibilities for electromagnetic fields: rectangular geometries with primary field components E, or Hz or cylindrical systems with solutions for Eo or He. TrakRF uses a reference threedimensional Cartesian coordinate system and organizes interpolations of the numerical field solutions to derive total values of E and B at the position and elapsed time of the particle. The three field solutions can be assigned translations and rotations within the three-dimensional reference system. The basic method to initiate particle orbits is through a parameter listing file generated by spreadsheets or userwritten programs. The file specifies charge, mass, initial kinetic energy, position and direction cosines. When electromagnetic fields are present there is the option to assign a reference phase. Each particle initially has a multiplication factor of unity. TrakRF can handle up to 1000 orbite in a run. The program can also generate a variety of particle distributions. Working from usersupplied numerical tables, TrakRF creates arbitrary distributions in energy, position, and direction. The program has several options to stop orbits, including maximum distance and elapsed time. It is also possible to set up stopping planes along the Cartesian axes for high-accuracy interpolations of crossing particle parameters.
An important feature for the multipactor application is orbit modification when a particle enters a material element. Element characteristics are identified by the status of the corresponding mesh region. Regions can be individually set to one of three conditions: Vacuum, Material or Secondary. A particle stops if it enters a Material element on any of the three field meshes. For Secondary elements, the orbit is returned to its position before entering the surface and assigned a low momentum in the opposite direction. The particle multiplication factor is multiplied by the secondary emission coefficient of the material. This quantity is either a constant value or derived from a user-generated numerical function of the incident lunetic energy. Orbits that reach the end of their lifetime with multiplication factors much larger than unity are susceptible to multipactoring.
BENCHMARK CALCULATIONS
We carried out an extensive set of runs to investigate multipactoring in the p = 0.64 and p = 0.82 single-cell test cavities at LANL. We used the energy-dependent secondary emission coefficients for clean niobium tabulated in Ref. [9] . Electrons were emitted during the acceleration halfcycle from twelve equally-spaced positions on the upstream wall. Nineteen electrons were generated at each position in the phase range from -180" to 0" in 10" intervals. Each run tracked a total of 228 electrons for 150 ns (105 RF periods). The multiplication factor for individual electrons increased or decreased from unity depending on the history of interactions with the niobium walls. The global multiplication factor is the sum of individual values divided by the number of initial electrons. When the value was less than unity most individual factors were small and there was no orbit that stayed in resonance for a large number of cycles. Although particles started at discrete locations, resonant electrons migrated large distances; therefore, the runs gave a good indication of average cavity properties. Figure 3 shows global multiplication factors as a function of the RF electric field amplitude at the center of the cavity over the range 1.0 to 6.0 MVIm. The p = 0.82 cavity was safe below about 4.2 MVIm, but exhibited strong electron multiplication at higher gradient. Dangerous orbits generally started near the outer wall of the cavity. Here, the combination of electric field amplitude and transit distance gave resonant electrons that struck the walls with kinetic energy in the range 200-1000 eV. The increasing electron density resulted mainly from first order multipactoring, where critical electrons struck the cavity about once each half RF cycle. Global multiplication factors as high as lOI4
were observed for the 150 ns runs. The p = 0.64 cavity had a lower critical field of about 3.6 MVIm. Global multiplication factor -electron multipactoring in the LANL single cell tests cavities as a function of peak on-axis field. The values at the top range from 10" to 10'~.
